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Mary Jo Lyons 

From: Gayle D. Connolly <kacamanager@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 3, 2017 5:19 PM
To:  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Subject: September 3 Update - Full

Dear All ~ 
 
Yesterday and today continued to be busy.   
 
Scotty's is going building by building for keys we have not been able to re-obtain by other means.  For those of you 
who missed this in the mountains of information flying back and forth, our keys ended up in the canal.  
 
We are also testing water penetration per building.  Yesterday we made it (starting at 100) through 400.  Bobby is 
there today continuing and has made good progress.  I expect this portion of our tasks to be complete by Monday 
evening - Tuesday afternoon at the very latest.  This testing informs us as to how much initial demolition will be 
required - especially in units that do not appear to have been terribly damaged. 
 
Trash crews have been on site, 3 thirty (not forty, as we'd hoped) yard roll off garbage bins were filled 
yesterday.  This removal will continue until it's done.  This includes removal of debris from pool and canal.  We 
expect additional debris to float in from the bay and will continue removal as necessary.  May we please ask, for 
those of you able to come and remove trash and debris from within your units, please place everything in front - 
not on back patios.  We appreciate it very much. 
 
Your adjusters have been contacting me.  Please feel free, if you have not done so already, to give them both my 
temporary and usual phone numbers (Temp: 361-331-6945 and Usual: 361-774-8888) and this email. 
 
For those of you unable to contact your insurance agents, look on your insurance paperwork for the underwriter 
and try contacting them directly.  Phone contact may be difficult but they will all have email you can use.  Also, if 
you look for their website, you will often find live chat available.  Expect many of them to be closed today and 
tomorrow - but Tuesday should be better in terms of availability.   
 
I apologize if continued use of the temporary number has created any issues for you, I have not been back in town 
at a time where something can be done about replacing my phone since the storm passed.  Frankly, it's low on my 
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list of things to worry about at the moment.  Also, please be aware that - while it is slowly improving - not all calls 
are going through while I am on site.  Call in the morning and evenings and you will get me.  Send an email - 
separate from update or other chains we have going on so it doesn't get lost in the mix - and you WILL get an 
answer.   
 
OK, so what we know with completed testing so far: 
 
The four buildings thus far completed for water intrusion have ALL indicated 85% saturation.  It is fair at this point 
to assume this number is not going to improve.  As such, I am going full on recommendation that you get your 
things out as soon as you can.  We are further confident in reporting that very nearly every single interior wall will 
need to be removed in order to mediate moisture damages.   
 
I am following the testers to look at each individual condo's contents - so I can offer each of you a view into your 
specific needs.  Again, we expect this testing to be complete not later than Tuesday afternoon.  I'll send that report 
out in much the same way the first exterior report came through.   
 
Based on what I have seen thus far, with some very few exceptions, is that our moisture content - seen or unseen - 
is high enough that mold concerns already exist.  I would not plan on taking out ANY cloth, fill or other absorbent 
possessions.  Decor, pictures, knick-knacks are largely going to be ok, to some level even in units which were 
severely damaged.  But you need to make what arrangements you can, as even those will deteriorate in time.  Time 
is of the essence here - not because of what the Association needs for repair, but because of the conditions in which 
your possessions currently reside.   
 
You will get the unit by unit report by this Tuesday.  
 
For those of you with questions on structural integrity, those answers will be coming after wall and ceiling 
demo.  These questions, especially regarding movement and latent structural condition, will be significantly easier to 
answer with the structure exposed. 
 
On flooring which can withstand water - tiles, pergos and the like.  These items should be able to remain in place as 
long as there is no buckling or other movement/moisture created failure to structure or flooring itself.   Wall and 
ceiling demo will provide much greater intelligence here.   
 
On appliances - and this is a good one!!! - we just learned all appliances will be removed, tested, cataloged and 
stored in a climate controlled space until we are at remodel stage.  This includes:  washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator, 
dishwasher. 
 
On custom cabinets and counter tops - if there is obvious or hidden moisture behind or under them, they will have 
to be removed.  I would assume the majority of cabinets on walls will have to to go.  It is entirely possible for the 
kitchen islands to survive this.  Our biggest proven problem thus far is what is in the walls.  Again, wall and ceiling 
demo will be a great help in narrowing the answer here. 
 
Ceiling fans - photograph photograph, photograph.  These did not come with the units and to my knowledge will 
not be preserved with demo.  If you are able, this is one of the items that will need to be removed prior to demo.   
 
Some of you are, due to proximity or resource factors, unable to be here to handle removal, assessment, etc.  We are 
trying to create a list of people in need.  I do not know what we may actually be able to do for you, but I can 
promise you we will do everything in our power to find the necessary resources. 
 
If I have missed an important question or concern, please let me know.   
 
Hoping everyone is breathing a little easier.   
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Best ~       
 
  
Gayle D. Connolly 
General Manager 
Key Allegro Condominiums 
kacamanager@yahoo.com 
(361) 774-8888 




